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The permission request was not an 
easy task as we learned in the 
process. Five years ago it would have 
not been a problem but now things 
have changed and permits as the one 
we were requesting for religious 
purposes are being denied under the 
“new no- religion policies” argument 
which we know are but excuses to 
block this initiatives as a result of the 
Islamic groups own initiatives, this 
way we evangelical christians are also 
affected. 
 

In our last letter we mentioned Gorka, a young man who is very excited about starting a bible study; but 
when he told his mother he never expected her very angry and negative reaction saying NO and added: “ If 
you keep going there  I will sue that people “  Others have told him to stay away from sects. 

These kind  of attitudes show clearly  much ignorance and as a result a counter-christian thought due to the 
traditional religious in Spain. We are praying for Gorka and his family we are sure that God has a plan for 
him. 

 

Please also help us pray so we can  make good friends in our neighborhood  and start a bible group. The 
contact of our young people in touch with other young can lead into longtime friendships and touch their 
hearts for salvation. 
 

We hope you all are doing good. This brand new year we really want to do things well for our Lord so it is 
our prayer that as missionaries and as church we will be effective instruments to give him glory and let the 
community that we serve hear the Good News for salvation! 
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We have been praying and organizing an a evangelistic activity during the past few months and have 
requested permission in two different places, one is the Polideportivo in front of our church (meeting point) 
and also in a Lecture Hall down town, of which only the Polideportivo  answered positively so we are now 
on agenda for the 9 and 16 of February 2012. 

So, after coming to “sense & sensibility 
talks” with the people in charge they 
decided to give us a YES, God bless them! 
Our activity is a Testimonial Conference  
with Luke Veldt and the  presentation of 
his book ”Written in Tears”. Luke and his 
family went through the deep pain of 
loosing their teenage daughter and from 
his honest spiritual experience with God 
he wrote this book in which he explains 
that it is possible to have hope and God´s 
comfort even when going through the 
deepest sorrow. 

Written in Tears  is a grieving´s  father journey through  the deep and  honest  study and meditation  of Psalm 103. 

Gisela  a girl from Argentina has been collaborating with us  for six 
months and is now going back to her country.  
Annemiek a girl from Holland is collaborating with us in several areas 
of need: worship and as a professional of language of deaf  
communicator she has been doing voluntary work in a social 
institution in Vitoria. She will be with us until March. 
We want to thank God for the work these voluntaries have been 
doing and a please pray so their contact with non-christians can 
become a way to open hearts to the truth. 
Help us pray for our February activity with Luke Veldt. 

January, 2012 


